
HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163006

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

DASARAM MAHESHWARI

DASARAM KANAKAIAH

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163016

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

S DEVIKA

S HANUMANTHU

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163017

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

ILAPURAM ANIL

I BIKSHAPATHI

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163020

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

MACHIPURI PARAVATHI

M SATYANARAYANA

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163021

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

PERARUPU PRASANNA KUMAR

PERARAPU NAGESHWAR RAO

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163027

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

B RENUKA

B USHIAH

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163033

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

BAIRAGONI BHARGAVI

BAIRAGONI SRINIVAS GOUD

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163046

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

REKHAPALLI SUDHARANI

REKHAPALLI SAMBASHIVA RAO

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163051

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

ILAPURAM KRANTHI KUMAR

ILAPURAM RAVI

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163054

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

MOHAMMED MAAZ ARHAM

MOHAMMED KHALEEL AHMED

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163064

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

MUTHYALA SAI PRIYANKA NAIDU

MUTHYALA SAMPATH KUMAR

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342163069

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

PANDIKONDA GAUTAMI

PANDIKONDA SRINIVASULU

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

EX

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173003

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

ASALLA SAI KRISHNA

ASALLA RAMESH

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173005

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

B MADHURI YADAV

B RAJAIAH YADAV

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173006

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

SHENSHELLA NITHIN SAI

SHENSHELLA ASHOK

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173007

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

NEELI ANIL KUMAR

NEELI VENKATESH

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173008

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

PULA RAMU

P CHITTI BABU

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173010

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

MOHAMMAD MOHSIN KHAN

MOHAMMAD MUNEER KHAN

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173011

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

M THARUN SAI RAJ

M SRINIVAS RAO

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173012

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

KANCHARLA JAI SAI LIKITH

K V S N BANGAR RAJU

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173013

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

GORRE KALYAN VAMSI

G RAVINDER

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173014

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

CHOPPARA RAJU

CHOPPARA KOTESHWAR RAO

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173015

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

MOHAMMED AZIZ

MOHAMMED  ALAMGIR

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173016

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

KANAPURAM MOUNIKA

K PARMESH LINGAM GOUD

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173017

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

BEKAS KUMAR MOHANTY

PRAFFUL KUMAR MOHANTY

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173018

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

DHASHARATHI AMULYA

DHASHARATHI SRINIVAS

FEMALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173019

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

YERUPALLI CHANDU

A APPA RAO

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173020

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

MOHAMMED SHAHBAZ KHAN

MOHAMMED FEROZ KHAN

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173022

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

VANAYA MANIKANTA ABISHEK

V SUDESH KUMAR

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173023

342 - SIDDHARTHA  DEGREE COLLEGE,AMEERPET, YELLAREDDIGUDA

RAHUL SHARMA

LALJEE SHARMA

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.



HALL TICKET

College Name  :

Student Name :

Father Name   :

Gender            :

Subject(s) in which the candidate desires to be examined

Course             :

Center Name   :           

Exam Type      :           

Exam                : SDLCE UG (B.Com) III YEAR ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS - JULY 2019
6342173026
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BAWADILA SAI TEJA

BAWADILA GIRI

MALE

600 - VISIONARY DEGREE COLLEGE, HYDERABAD

REG

B.Com. Computers

BLS - BUSINESS LAWS

SCN - SCIENCE AND CIVILIZATION

IPA - INCOME TAX & PRACTICAL AUDITING

CMA - COST & MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING

BCR - BUSINESS CORRESPONDENCE & REPORT WRITING

BDP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS.

CAA - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING

CAB - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN BANKING

CAAP - COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN ACCOUNTING - PRACTICAL

CABP - BSNS.DATA PROCG. & SYS. - PRACTICAL

5.a) When a candidate is found in possession of forbidden material, even if it is not relevant, he/she shall not be allowed to continue remaining part of the examination. b) If the material 

found     is relavent,but not used, the candidate shall forgo two(2) examinations,i.e., the current one and the immediate subsequent examination. c) If the candidate uses the material 

he/she shall forgo four (4) examinations, including the current one.d) In the case of (i) impersonation (ii) misbehaviour with the invigilators (iii) insertion of written sheets in different 

hand writing in the main answer book (iv) leaving the examination hall with the answer book. The candidate shall forgo six examinations i.e., the current one and immediate subsequent 

five xaminations. If candidate booked under M.P. case will not be allowed to continue further studies till the punishment is over.

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES

1.The University reserves the right to cancel the admission of the candidate at any stage when it is detected that his /her admission to the Examination or the college is against rules.

2.Candidate should take his/her seat at least five minitutes before the commencement of the examination.

   They will not be allowed into examination hall after the appointed time.
3.Candidate suffering from any contageous desease will not be permitted to enter the Examination Hall.

4.Candidate is prohibited from bringing to the Examination Hall any books,calculators,note books or loose sheets of paper .If he/she does so,is liable to expulsion. Candidate is not 

allowed to use any book or books nor they are allowed to keep with them a book or part thereof, slate or paper of any kind.They are also prohibited from talking to each other, copying 

from others, or allowing oters to copy from them,or talking or giving any other kind of assistance or talking to or  communicating with a paper outside the Examination Hall. If I 

candidate is found violating these rules and / or comitting any other malpractice and /or behaving in an indisciplined manner or causing nuisance or disturbance to other candidates,they 

will at once be expelled from the Examination Hall and will not be allowed to sit for the remaining papers and he will liable to rusticated as detailed below.

6.Whenever, course or scheme of the examination is changed in a particular year,two more examinations in the following year shall be conducted according to the

old syllabus & regulations for those who have failed in the examinations conducted before the change. Candidates not availing themselves of this chance of failing

shall take the examination there after according to the changed syllabus & regulations.

Certified that the Candidate is allowed to appear the subjects mentioned above.

Signature of the Principal of the college with offic

7.Candidates is requested to bring the Hall Ticket, Identity Card every day and has to produce whenever demaded

Controller of Examinatio

Note: Results will be with held for which Candidate's information such as Photograph , Signature or any Other Information which is not uploaded.


